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Existence of Most Powerful Tests 
for Undominated Hypotheses 

Dieter Landers and Lothar Rogge 

It is well known that for a dominated composite hypothesis against a simple 
alternative there exist most powerful level e-tests (see for instance Hfijek [1], 
Schmetterer [3], Witting [4]). It is the purpose of this paper to show that the 
assumption of domination can be dispensed with. 

Let Q I d be a probability measure (p-measure) and Le a (Q) be the system of all 
d-measurable  Q-integrable functions, endowed with the vector topology of 
convergence in the first mean, called Q-strong topology. We remark that in the 
corresponding weak t o p o l o g y -  for short: Q-weak t o p o l o g y -  a net f , ,  e eD, in 
Lel (Q) converges to a function f e  Le, (Q) if and only if lim Q (f~ g) = Q (fg) for every 

~ D  bounded d-measurable  function g. 

Theorem. Let ~ ] d  be an arbitrary family of p-measures and Q ]d be a single 
p-measure. Then for every ~ e [0, 1] there exists a most powerful test of level c~ for 
the composite hypothesis ~3 l d against the simple alternative Q Id. 

Proof Let ~b be the family of all d-measurable  functions with values in [0, 1]. 
Let ~." = {(p e ~: P(cp) < c~ for all P e ~} and ft.. = sup {Q (q)): q~ e ~} .  Then for each 

n e N  there exists q ) , e ~  with Q(qo,)>fi - ~ .  Since �9 is Q-weakly sequentially 
4 

n 

compact (see [4], p. 64) there exist a subsequence N 0 c N  and ~00e~ such that 
(%)n~No converges Q-weakly to ~o o. Since closures of convex sets are convex and 
~b~ is convex, the Q-strong closure of q~, and the Q-weak closure of ~ coincide 
(see [-2], p. 154). As ~Po is in the weak closure of ~b~, ~0 o is in the strong closure of 
(b~. Hence there exist O , e ~ ,  neN,  converging Q-strongly to ~o0, whence there 
exists a subsequence ~,, neN1,  converging pointwise to (Po except on some Q-null 
set N e d .  Let ~o=(Oo1~. Since P(tp, l~)<_P(~t)<~ for all heN1,  P e ~ ,  and 
~, 1~, h e N  1, converges pointwise to ~o, we obtain P(Oo)<~ for all P e ~ .  As 
~Oo=0o Q-a.e. and Q(~oo)=!~moQ(~o,)=/~ , we obtain Q(Oo)=/?. Consequently 

tpo is a most powerful test of level c~ for ~ [ d  against Q [~r 
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